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the dielectric is in a peculiar state whilst induction is taking
place across it. Later, in August, 1845, Thomson wrote
again, proposing to call at the Royal Institution to
learn more of the experiments, but Faraday was leaving
town.
This early contact with Faraday is one of the most
dramatic incidents in Thomson's career. It shows at once
his tremendous powers and the limitations of Faraday and
himself. The youth had foreseen the Rontgen dielectric
hysteresis effect and the Kerr effect, he had started the dis-
covery of the mathematical expression of Faraday's concep-
tions, but through the detachment that was one of his
deepest characteristics he had not read Faraday's works
thoroughly; though he had the highest regard for Faraday
he was unable to establish a communication of intellectual
feeling with him. Perhaps Faraday's departure from
London was the unfortunate cause. The results of a
thorough combination of Faraday's intellectual feeling
with Thomson's mathematical power and insight would
have heaved human culture. The imperfect combination
that was established proved sufficient to fire Maxwell's
imagination. This incident also provides one of the most
striking proofs of Faraday's inability to collaborate.
Thomson was only twenty-one, so the blame for the failure to
develop the collaboration must lie chiefly with the elder man.
Faraday has said that he had watched for years for a suitable
colleague and failed to find one. He ought to have tried
Thomson.
In 1845 Thomson published a formula for the mutual
induction of two spheres of which one only is insulated.
He deduced the force of attraction from the distribution of
energy, but the proof was not published until 1849, two
years after Helmholtz had published the same method in
his Conservation of Force. Thomson intended to use his
papers as a basis for a treatise on electricity but found that
his attempts to work at it systematically proved abortive,
"and the prospect of getting it ready is now rather more
distant. I have also, since the beginning of the Lent term,
been often trying to connect the theory of propagation of

